
Jump.trade launches its first game – Meta Cricket League which simulates real-world
cricket in the web3 playground

Meta Cricket League is a new Play-To-Earn game that is driven by NFTs and allows players
to earn cash prizes and other rewards by climbing leaderboards or challenging other players.

New Delhi 2022: GuardianLink, the global NFT revolutionary that specialises in the R&D of
NFTs as well as developing launch pads and marketplaces for NFTs to enable the sale and
purchase of tokens. Riding on its AI and Blockchain capabilities, the brand has been
instrumental in the auction of numerous multi-million dollar marquee NFT collections such as
Amitabh Bacchhans’ collection and Stan Lee’s Chakra.

GuardianLink’s novel NFT marketplace and D2C platform Jump.trade which focuses on
gaming NFTs and international brands recently announced the launch of its maiden gaming
venture – Meta Cricket League. The game is set to instil the excitement of real-world cricket
into the experiential Web3 format. Meta Cricket League is a new Play-To-Earn game that is
driven by NFTs and allows players to earn cash prizes and other rewards by climbing
leaderboards or challenging other players.

Priced at 25$, The Super Loot gives you the assurance of having NFTs belonging to any one
of the following Types: Metaverse Cricket Team Players NFT or Metaverse Cricket Team
Players NFT + Authenticated Signed Digital NFTs of Legends. For every 5 superloot NFTs,
you will have the guaranteed chance to win a treasure box that consists of cryptocurrency
coins. The total treasure value is worth more than $50,000.

Using NFTs, players can enjoy the following benefits such as monetizing their gameplay and
unlocking incentives as well as real-world utility for their digital assets. They can collect
playable authenticated and signed collectibles of legends and Upgrade NFTs to improve
in-game performance and increase value appreciation in the marketplace.

Speaking on the launch occasion, Ramkumar Subramaniam, Co-Founder & CEO of GuardianLink

said, “ In all veracity, we are on the verge of unleashing a new frontier in the world of gaming
that blends real-life dynamism and digital simulation effortlessly. On the heel of our superior
Jump.trade platform, we have brought the Meta cricket league to life and it is merely the
beginning. Filled with promising rewards and drops, we are confident that this latest NFT
offering will be lapped up by NFT enthusiasts and gamers alike.”

They will also have the ability to lease out their NFTs to other players, enabling them to earn
rent and also contribute to the digital community. Such Ownership over the assets will
automatically make the player a stakeholder in the ecosystem. Furthermore, players will also
be able to purchase real estate in the metaverse, in the form of stadiums. Here, players can
earn from renting their real-estate space to other players and even brands.

To access the Jump.trade NFT drop, you will need to have a GuardianLink account. Since all
previous NFT drops curated by GuardianLink sold out in record time, the company must
request people to load their wallets and stay ready for the drop.



About Jump.trade & Guradianlink.io

Jump.trade is a new NFT marketplace announced by GuardianLink that focuses on NFTs of gaming
and international brands. This D2C platform is powered by GuardianLink, a pioneer and innovator of
NFT Technologies with its roots embedded in the Blockchain world since 2016. GuardianLink is the
face behind many successful NFT collections like Amitabh Bachchan (which sold out in 54 minutes)
and Stan Lee’s Chakra (which sold out in under 1 minute) for millions of dollars. Jump.trade recently
announced its first game called Meta Cricket League that brings the excitement of real-world cricket
to the Web3 playground.

https://jump.trade/
https://www.guardianlink.io/

